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Abstract 
 

 

In the past few decades, the age estimation of humans from visible 

data like video data and still images is one of interesting research because 

of many prospective applications like the development of intelligent 

human-machine interfaces and refinement of safety and protection in 

various sections as convey, security, and medicine. On the other hand, 

age estimation is still very challenging matter because of aging is 

influenced by several factors like accidents, facial hair, wrinkle, and skin 

condition. Lately, many machine learning techniques are used to estimate 

ages.  

In this thesis, a new intelligent system for human age estimation 

from facial images by using machine learning techniques and two swarm 

intelligence based algorithms was proposed. The typical structure for the 

proposed system consists of several phases: pre-processing phase, face 

detection phase, feature extraction phase, feature selection phase for 

eliminating redundant features, and classification phase. The proposed 

system experimented using the aging FG-NET database. The database 

divided into seven classes which have been turning out that some classes 

have the same number of features. Therefore, these seven classes 

combined into three classes based on the number of features it contains to 

minimize the mean absolute error and increase precision. The face 

detection phase is performed using the viola – jones algorithm. Feature 

extraction is utilized using linear discriminate analysis LDA, and feature 

selection is implemented by using two swarm intelligence based 

algorithms, firefly and bat algorithms. Finally, two machine learning 

based algorithms, J48 classifier and decision table are utilized for age 

estimation.  



The obtained results showed that the proposed system has given 

the precision of 88.77% when using Firefly with the J48 classifier, while 

achieved a precision of 86.79% when using Firefly with a decision table 

classifier. Furthermore, a hybrid approach of Firefly and Bat algorithms 

with a J48 classifier was applied and has given the precision of 90.45%, 

while the same hybrid approach achieved a precision of 87.05% when use 

a decision table classifier. Finally, a best result of mean absolute error of 

1.14, was obtained by the hybrid approach of Firefly and Bat algorithm 

with the J48 classifier.  
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1 

Chapter One 

General Introduction 

 

1.1  Introduction 

  In the past few years, with the increased focus on video-based security 

systems and social robotics, researches about the numerical analysis of faces 

(which includes face detection and identification, face expression recognition, and 

gender classification) drew the attention in computer vision and pattern 

identification communities [1]. About those researches, the estimation of a 

person’s age by numerically analyzing their facial image is quite a new subject. 

The estimation of age by using numerical facial image analysis may be 

implemented in a wide range of potential implementations, for example, 

developing intelligent human-machine interfaces and improving the protection and 

safety of young people in a variety of certain sectors (such as medicine, transport, 

business, banks, and so on) [2]. It may be highly beneficial for developed video 

monitoring, business intelligence, demographic statistics gathering, enhancement 

of search in large data-bases, and patron profiling. The attribute of the age may be 

utilized in verifying faces and enriching tools which are utilized in the 

investigations of the police. Generally, automatic age estimate by the machine is 

beneficial in applications in which the goal is determining a person’s are without 

recognizing him [3].  

1.2  Age Estimation 

  The estimator of age could be utilize a method based on machine learning 

(ML) for training a framework. It use to obtain features and making predictions of 
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age for query faces with trained model. In general, estimation of the age may be 

taken under consideration as an issue of multi-class classification, an issue of 

regression or both combined [4]. 

  The estimate of age from face images needs a considerable amount of 

information from input image. Extracting those characteristics is highly important 

due to the fact that the efficiency of a system of age estimation will be highly 

dependent on the obtained features quality. A considerable amount of studying the 

estimation of age was proceeding in the direction of extracting aging features [5]. 

Methods of classification appear to consider optimal performances in demographic 

classifications such as gender, age, and ethnicity. Nonetheless, this supposition 

can’t constantly be true. However, this classification could give some sufficient 

results in a single database [6].         

1.2.1 Feature Extraction 

The aim of determining face detection is given a spot image. Thus, if there 

are faces in the image, in which case, return the location of the image and every 

face’s extent. Some of face detection issues are the following: 

• Pose: A person is not looking directly at the camera every time a picture is taken 

of him/her. Therefore, more often than not, a human’s face will be at an angle with 

the camera and thus the ratios of the face will be altered. 

• Face expression: The look of a face is influenced by the face expression of an 

individual. 

• Occlusions: Occlusion could be the most complicated issue in facial detection 

and identification. It indicates the fact that some human face parts be partly 

occluded by other facial images [7]. 
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• Presence or absence of features: Face features like mustaches, spectacles, and 

beards, may be present or otherwise, and there’s large variability of those features 

in bulk, format, and color. 

• Orientation of the image: images of faces are different for various rotations 

around the optical axis of the camera. 

• Image condition: Image conditions such: distribution of lighting, background, 

the distance between camera and person, and resolution of the image are important 

factors. Characteristics of image capturing devices effect images and the 

appearance of faces [8]. 

There are numerous matters that are closely related with the detection of 

faces. A face localization has the aim of determining image index of a single face. 

This is a simplified issue of detection assuming that an image includes a single 

face only. The target of feature detection of faces is the detection of the existence 

and position of some face characteristics such as: nose, eyes, lips, eyebrows, 

mouth, etc. Also, the proposing of there is merely a single face present in an image. 

Face recognition performs a comparison of an input image i.e. a probe versus a 

database i.e. a gallery and returns a match if found. In addition, facial expression 

recognition, face tracking, and face authentication are worth invoking as common 

problems. Detection of faces is an initial step in automated systems that is capable 

of solving the abovementioned issues [9]. 

1.2.2 Classification 

 Classification is one of the Data Mining techniques that is using to analyze 

a specific dataset and takes each instance of it and assigns this instance to a certain 

class. The classification is using to extract models that accurately define important 

data classes within the specific dataset. So classification is the process to assign a 
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class label from dataset whose class label is unknown. There are two classification 

kinds, which are supervised and the unsupervised [10].  

1.2.2.1 Supervised Classification 

 Supervised classification utilizes spectral signatures that have been 

extracted from the training samples for classifying the image. Utilizing the toolbar 

of Image Classification becomes easily creating training samples for the 

representation of classes that we need to be extracted. This system is also capable 

of easily creating a file of signatures with the use of the training samples that is 

afterwards utilized by tools of multi-variate classification for the classification of 

images [11]. 

1.2.2.2 Unsupervised Classification 

 Unsupervised classification finds spectral classes i.e. clusters in multi-band 

images with no interference from an analyst. This classification type is 

accomplished via granting access to the tools for the sake of creating clusters, the 

capability of cluster quality analysis, and access to tools of classification [12]. 

1.3 Related Works 

 In the past few years, there are many works have been in the human age 

estimation area this thesis presents some of them: 

 Jhony K. Pontes, Alceu S. Britto, and et al ( 2015) [13]:  They proposed an 

innovative model for integrating Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Active 

Appearance Models (AAM), Local Phase Quantization (LPQ), and Gabor 

wavelets (GW) for the sake of obtaining a feature representation which is 

highly discriminative and is capable of modeling appearance, shape, skin 

spots, and wrinkles. Moreover, they have proposed an innovative flexible 
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method for hierarchical estimation of age, which consists of multi-class 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for the classification of subjects to age 

groups followed by an Support Vector Regression (SVR) for the estimation 

of a particular age.  

Errors which could occur in the step of classification, as a result of 

hard borders amongst the classes of ages, have been compensated in 

estimating particular age via a flexible age ranges overlapping. The 

efficiency of the suggested method has been measured on FG-NET Aging 

database and a value of mean absolute error (MAE) = 4.50 was achieved.  

 Pablo Pardo García, and Sergio Escalera Guerrero, et al (2015) [14]: A new 

age estimation facial image database is presented, a study comparing the 

estimation to both kinds of ages was done by suggesting two age estimation 

methods use the state of art approaches, one depended on Biologically 

Inspired Features (BIF) and the second based on Convolutional NN (CNN). 

The results of the two methods executed are show the superiority of the 

CNN over the BIF and they too show the hard of the age estimation problem 

with face images captured in an uncontrolled environment. The method 

achieves MAE of 7.99. 

 Wei Zhao, and Han Wang (2016) [15]: They proposed an Strategic Decision 

Making Label Distribution Learning algorithm (SDM-LDL) with a set of 

methods that are specified for various age label distribution types. The 

experimental results which have been performed on the most common data-

base of aging faces, FG NET, showed that it was superior to and more valid 

compared to all suggested SDM learning algorithms over existing label 

distribution learning and other single-label learning algorithms for the 
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estimation of face age. The inner characteristics of SDM-LDL have been 

additionally investigated with more benefits, the MAE its value was 5.07. 

 Xiaolong Wang, Robert Li, and et al (2017) [16]: The authors have adopted 

a model of convolution map, and proposed a new method for feature 

learning which has been based on Convolutional Sparse Coding (CSC) that 

is capable of automatically learning the characterization of aging signatures. 

In comparison with other common methods of feature learning such as deep 

convolutional NNs (CNNs), they have verified that the learning method is 

capable of extracting localized subtle features of aging such as the CNNs, 

and in addition to that, considerably decrease the size of the model. In 

addition to that, they have employed the pooling of standard deviation 

(STD) for summarizing the feature of aging. Ultimately, the obtained 

features have been fed to a discriminative manifold framework of learning 

for obtaining low-dimensional representations which are more 

discriminative and additionally enhance computational efficiency. The 

method uses FG-NET database and the MAE value was 4.01. 

 Soumaya Zaghbani, and et al (2018) [17]: They have presented a new age 

estimation approach from face images according to auto-encoders. An auto-

encoder can be defined as an Artificial neural networks (ANN) which is 

utilized in unsupervised learning of sufficient coding. It has the aim of 

learning the representation for a dataset. The aim of their study was 

exploiting the efficiency of auto-encoders in learning features using a 

supervised way for the estimation of the age of a user. They have utilized 

FG-NET database for testing the efficiency of their presented approach. The 

results of experimentations have shown that the presented approach is robust 
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and effective via the mean absolute error criteria which showed a value 

which is equal to 3.75 for FG-NET. 

 Shahram Taheri and Önsen Toygar (2019) [18]: have applied an integration 

of various feature extraction algorithm types to face images for precise 

estimation of age. Their integration has been accomplished with the use of a 

2-level fusion of scores and features by using score-level and feature-level 

methods of fusion. In this approach, the benefit of the utilization of various 

feature types like appearance-based, biologically inspired, and texture-based 

features have been utilized. The feature-level fusion of texture-based and 

biologically inspired approaches has been integrated to the suggested 

approach and their combination has been merged with the appearance-based 

approach with the use of score-level fusion. Experimental results that have 

been obtained from implementing the method on publicly available FG-NET 

database have proven the efficiency of the presented approach and the value 

of the mean absolute error was equal to 4.06.  

1.4 Problem Statements  

Face features play main role in many applications for civilian and military 

application. The appearance of a human face is affected significantly by aging. 

Facial aging affects are mainly assigned to bone growth and movement and skin-

related deformities associated with reduction of muscle strength and the presenting 

of wrinkles.  Design and implementation of a system that can predict human age 

based on facile image by using a computer facility in fast and high degree of 

accuracy is not easy manner. Age estimation encountered many problems related 

to typical face image interpretation such as face detection, face recognition, 

expression and gender recognition. However, the problem of age estimation shows 

further challenges include: in such cases variances in appearance between 
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neighboring age groups are trivial, producing difficulties in the age estimation 

process. In addition, many factors could influence the process of aging comprise, 

race, genetic traits and gender. Therefore, various approaches are required for age 

estimation for various groups of subjects. Moreover, accurate systems for age 

estimation needs appropriate datasets that suitable for training and testing, and 

include various images showing different ages and covering a wide range of age. 

These datasets require images captured in the past. 

1.5 The aim of Thesis 

This thesis is aimed to design and implement a system for human age 

estimation from face image with high degree of accuracy based on swarm 

intelligence algorithms (Firefly and Bat) and machine learning techniques by using 

J48 and Decision Table classification algorithms. The system can accept human 

face image as an input and extract its feature to classify it for estimate the age 

based on these features, which are obtained by applying such face detection 

techniques and algorithms.  

1.6 Thesis Layout 

In addition to chapter one this thesis consist of four other chapters and as 

follow is organized of these chapters 

Chapter two: this chapter present the theoretical background of the general 

algorithm and techniques that used in this thesis. 

Chapter three: this chapter contains the details of proposed designed system and its 

related algorithm and explained its steps. 

Chapter four: this chapter includes the obtained results after applying the proposed 

system on used data set and discussion of the obtained results. 
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Chapter five: this chapter gives the conclusions of this work and the 

recommendation for future work. 
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Estimating the age of human is of high importance for face images 

classification. For research purposes, definitions of fundamental terms are given. 

Concerning the present study, the estimation of age can be defined as the 

individual’s age according to the biometric features, particularly according to the 

2D images of the face. The face characteristic points can be specified as the 

standard reference point on the individual’s face used via scientists for the purpose 

of recognizing the face of an individual, estimating the person’s age, or in such 

situation. Morphology alone is considered to be a format’s study. Variations in the 

face texture are specified as the face variations associated with muscle as well as 

skin flexibility. Thus, studying the shapes of the skull and the face is defined as the 

craniofacial morphology. The appearance and the structure of individuals are 

impacted in a various way due to the aging operation. The occurred changes are 

associated to face texture and craniofacial morphology. Specific craniofacial 

morphology features are seen in individuals of a specific age and change over the 

operation of aging. The changes in the texture of the skin are typically happen in 

puberty [19]. 

There are some obstacles related to estimating the age. One of the major 

obstacles is the age estimation morals, especially in estimating the age of children. 

The estimation of age can be specified as the fix of age groups or the age of 

individuals. There are many ways to set the age of individuals, yet the presented 

work is focused on estimating the age according to 2D images of individuals [20]. 
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Many age classes are exist as illustrated in the  following example:  

 Estimated age can be specified as the age that is defined through the 

computer according to the appearance of individuals. 

 Chronological age can be specified as how many years the person has lived. 

 Perceived age can be specified through other individuals who define the age 

according to the appearance of the individual. 

 Appearance can be specified as the information that is associated to age, 

described via the appearance of individuals. 

    Appearance age is usually very close to the actual or chronological age. The 

objective of age estimation is that estimated age is as close to appearance age as 

possible [21]. 

2.2 Image Preprocessing  

Preprocessing of images can be defined as the image operations at the lowest 

abstraction levels, the output and the input are both intensity images. Such images 

can be considered as the same type as original data which has been captured 

through the use of a camera. The intensity images typically represented through the 

matrix of image function values, brightness. The main goal of preprocessing is 

enhancing the image data which overcomes the reluctant distortions or improving 

certain features of the image. They are high importance for additional processing, 

even though that the image geometric transformations (translation, scaling, and 

rotation) are categorized among preprocessing approaches here. That because 

comparable methods are applied. Many approaches are used for image data 

preprocessing. In this thesis, we use two methods for purpose RGB to gray 

converter and histogram equalization [22]. 
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2.2.1 Converting RGB to Gray-Scale 

Transmutation of the colored images to gray-scale images demand extra 

awareness on the color images. The pixel in colored images is defined as a mix of 

3 colors (Red, Green, and Blue), which is abbreviated to RGB. Representing the 

color values of RGB is carried out in 3D (XYZ) axis, state via features of lightness, 

chroma, and hue. The quality of the colored images depends on the color that is 

delineated via the number of bits that digital devices can support. Usually, colored 

images are represented through 24 bits, representing 8 bit for every from red, green 

and blue. A grey-scale image is representing by using 8 bit. The gray-scale image 

lightness pixel value extent from 0 to 255 [23].  

Given that we have a colored image with RGB components. The provided 

approaches to convert colored images to gray-scale ones, simple averaging, de-

saturation, decomposition, single color channel. In this thesis, weighted average 

method used as illustrated in the following equation [24]. 

Gray = 0.2989 R + 0.5870G + 0.1140B                                                               (2.1)         

2.2.2 Histogram Equalization (HE) 

Histogram Equalization can be defined as an extremely common process for 

modifying the image contrast. The main idea is to map the gray levels according to 

the probability distribution that are related to disparity gray levels. The dynamic 

domain related to the histogram of the image is flattened and dilated through HE 

which lead to total contrast improvement [25], which will allow the regions related 

to low local contrasts to gain high contrasts. HE applies this through efficient 

pervasion out the more frequently intensity values. Images with foregrounds and 

backgrounds which both luminous and deep are useful in this process. Especially, 

such a process could lead to best views of the bone structures in x-rays images, and 
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efficiently describing images which are down or up uncovered. The major benefit 

of the process is fully simple to grasp the approach and invertible operator [26]. 

Figure (2.1) showes gray-scale image and its gray histogram then shows the 

equalized image and its histogram of the equalized image. Consider a discrete 

grayscale image {x} and let ni be the number of occurrences of gray level i. The 

cumulative distribution function is illustrated in equation (2.2). 

Cdf(x)=∑        
                                                                                       (2.2) 

Where  x: gray value, and 

   p: the image's histogram for pixel value i. 

The general histogram equalization formula is illustrated in equation (2.3): 

         Eh (j) = round (( 
                  

             
  * (L – 1))                                            (2.3) 

Where           can be defined as the smallest value related to cumulative 

distribution function is 1. And E* F: can be defined as the numbers of columns and 

rows in an image. Also  

L is the applied Gray levels = 256. 

                   

                      (a)                                                                      (b)               

Figure (2.1): (a): Gray Scale Image (original) and Its Gray Histogram 

                                 (b): Equalized Image and Histogram of Equalized Image [27]. 
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The histogram equalization process was implementation by applying 

histogram equalization algorithm (2.1). 

Algorithm (2.1): Histogram Equalization Algorithm [28] 

Input: image, //number of gray level from 0 to 255. 

Output: enhance image. 

Begin 

Step1: Get size of the gray image. 

Size of image: E x F, gray level from 0 to 255, build a matrix G of size 

256 and start it with 0. 

Step2: Build image histogram by scanning every pixel of image and increasing    

           the related element of matrix. 

    G [gray-val (pix)] = G [gray-val (pix)]  + 1  

Step3: Get accumulative distribution function (cdf (x)) by using equation (2.2) 

           CH[0] = H[0] 

           CH[i] = CH [i-1] + H[i], i=1, 2, 3 ...255. 

Step4: Calculate new value by general histogram equalization formula. 

   By using equation (2.3). 

Step5: Create new image by replacing original gray values with the new gray 

values. 

             NewImg[x][y] = T[OldImg[x][y]]    

End 

 

2.3 Face Detection  

Human face detection is high importance research field in various 

applications, like automatic authorization, Human Computer Interaction (HCI), 
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video conference, content-based image retrieval (CBIR), and etc. Face detection 

problem could be defined as specifying if the image has a human face. In the case 

of the existence of faces in the image, it will return the locations of these faces in 

the image, in spite of the conditions of lighting and the position [29].       

Recently, the field of face recognition has gained much interest. Face 

recognition has a lot of applications in regular access control systems and 

computer vision communications. One of the major steps in face recognition is the 

face detection. Yet, the face detection cannot be considered as obvious-cut because 

it has a lot of differences regarding the image look, like facial appearances, the 

orientation of the image, pose variations (non-front, front), occlusion, and 

illuminating situations [30]. 

Face detection can be considered as the midst of all the facial analysis, such 

as facial expression recognition, face feature detection, face localization, face 

verification, and face recognition. Furthermore, it can be considered as a major 

approach for other applications like HCI, video conference, and the CBIR. 

The major goal of face detection is identifying the existence of faces in images. 

If such faces exists in the image, it will return the extent as well as the location for 

each face in the image [31]. The face detection methods as shown in Figure (2.2).  
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Figure (2.2): General Face Detection Methods [32]  

2.3.1 Feature Based Face Detection 

Estimating the feature’s detection area like mouth, nose, and eyes has 

significantly improved the precision of detection. This method, identify the faces 

through the use of set of Haar-like features as in Viola-Jones boosting algorithm. 

Eyes appearance for the region will be reduced via supposing the expected position 

of the eye to be at the face’s upper part. Eye detection is applied through the use of 

Haar-like features cascade. It does specify rectangular regions that contain the eyes. 

Assuming the ROI of the eyes, an algorithm will be created for the purpose of 

specifying the pupil of the eye through taking the hue information related to the 

image of the eye [33].  

Hue image is threshold and contour is detecting in threshold image. The 

contour centroid will be detected as the pupil of the eye. After that, Haar-like 

features are utilized for detecting the nose. After identifying the center of the eyes, in 

addition to the nose position, a method depends on facial geometry for mouth 

position estimation. Algorithm will be created for specifying the corner points of the 
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lips, that are defined as efficient features to track the movement of the lips. Finally, 

the nostrils will be detected from the ROI of nose through obtaining the threshold of 

gray nose image and acquiring the threshold image contours [34]. 

2.3.2 Appearance Based Face Detection 

It depends on the collection of delegate training face images for knowing 

face models. Generally, appearance-based approaches have displayed optimum 

implementation in comparison to other approaches. 

       Such approach specifies the search space and improve the rate of face 

detection. One of the major face detection methods used for videos and images is the 

Skin Color Modeling (SCM). However, feature selection can be defined as an 

approach of high importance for even more effective template matching 

performance with regard to time and detection rate [35].  

2.3.3 Knowledge Based Face Detection 

According to rules collection, on the basis of human knowledge, and for 

detecting faces, for example, there will be two eyes in the face, a mouth and a nose 

within specific position and distance relative to each other.  

There are many common principles in the individual intelligence for face 

specifying like detecting face features containing two uniform eyes, ears, nose and 

mouth. These operations are optimized according to the face specifying rule in the 

individual brain. These are a portion of rule-based operations. The relationships 

among features are specified by their space and proportional positions. Optimizing 

these ways in different conditions seems hard because not all conditions are able to 

be accounted [36]. 
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2.3.4 Template Matching 

Applying parameterized or pre-defined templates of the face for specifying 

and detecting faces, through estimating correlation values between input image and 

the template. 

Some patterns of the face are stored in different positions and the connection 

of input images. These patterns are applied as a standard for face confirmation. For 

a certain input image, the connection with popular templates is calculated for face 

outline, eyes, nose, and mouth individually. Yet, multiple scales, multiple 

resolutions and deformable form and sub forms have been submitted to cope with 

deformability and scale invariance [37]. 

2.4 Viola-Jones Face Detection 

  In 2001, Viola and Jones developed this algorithm [38], since that day it has 

been very important approach in face detection. This method improved the 

precision, and majorly the speed, letting real-time applications which have the 

ability of processing fifteen images in each second. Training method referred as 

boosting. It will be trained by using a big set of simple, computationally efficient 

features for the purpose of just the optimum candidates have the ability to pass 

through the whole cascade of classifiers. Since its development, there has been a 

lot of advancements, especially in state of the un-constrained face detection [38].  

This algorithm has four steps, which are: 

1. Haar Feature Selection. 

2. Integral Image. 

3. Adaboost Training. 
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4. Cascading Classifiers. 

 A simple illustration of the above stages 

2.4.1 Haar Feature Selection 

There are certain similar features related to the faces of individuals. Through 

applying Haar Features, such regularities can be matched. 

         Certain features which are common in the faces of individuals are: 

• The area of the upper-cheeks is lighter than the area of the eyes. 

• Nose bridge area has more brightness than the eyes. 

         Composition of properties forming matchable facial features: 

• Sizes and location: mouth, eyes, bridge of nose. 

• Value: The oriented gradients of the pixel intensities. 

         Rectangle features: 

• Value can be defined as the difference of the sum of (pixels in black areas) and 

the sum of (pixels in the white areas). 

• Three types: two-, three-, four- rectangles, Viola-Jones applied 2-rectangle 

features. See the Figure (2.3) that shown Haar-like features in Viola and Jones. 

• For instance: brightness difference between black and white rectangles over 

certain region [39]. 

          Each Haar-like feature can be calculated as the addition of six values from I: 

                                                             (2.4) 

          f  is pixel value of area, I1 - I6 points in the integral image points 1 - 6 at the 

value. 
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         Figure (2.3): Haar Like Features in Viola and Jones [40] 

2.4.2 Integral Image 

Representation of the image is referred to as the integral image evaluate the 

rectangular features in a constant time, that is provided them with significant 

advantage of speed over more advanced alternative features. Since each rectangular 

area of the features always have adjacency to minimum one other rectangle, it will 

follow that any 2-rectangle feature could be evaluated in 6 array references, any 3-

rectangle feature in 8, and any 4-rectangle feature in 9.  

 Integral image can be considered as double cumulative sum related to certain 

image, along column and row dimensions. Each one of the points in integral image 

are corresponding to the sum of original image upto that point [41], show in Figure 

(2.4). The integral image at location x, y includes the addition of the pixels at top 

and left of x   y   consist o  

         ∑     ́  ́  ́    ́                                                                                      (2.5) 

 Where ii (x, y) is the integral image at location x, y and     ́  ́  is the pixel 

value of original image. 

  The addition of pixels in rectangle ABCD in Figure (2.4) can be computed 

with only four values from the integral image. 
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∑                                                                                  (2.6) 

Figure (2.4): Summation of Gray Values [41] 

2.4.3 Adaboost Training 

Speed in which the features could be estimated doesn’t sufficiently 

compensate for their number. For instance, in standard 24 x 24 pixel sub window. 

They will be overall (M = 162,336) likely features. It might be excessively costly 

to estimate all of them in the case of image testing. Therefore, the system of object 

detection applies different learning algorithm adaptive boosting to both chose the 

optimum features and for training the classifiers which apply them. Such algorithm 

construct “strong” classifier as linear combination regarding the weighted simple 

“weak” classifier [42]. A weak classifier is defined as 

           {
                 

                      
                                                                                       (2.7) 

     Where  

                   is a sub window of a base precision of 24*24 pixels. 

     P:  is the parity 

         Denotes the feature value 

     : is the threshold 

Threshold is decided a face or a not-face. 
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     {
  ∑            

 
   

                             
                                                                        (2.8) 

Where H( ): is strong classifier 

            x:  is a sub window of a base precision of 24*24 pixels 

                  
 

  
 

                  is chosen such that all positive training samples are correctly classified. 

2.4.4 Cascading Classifiers 

• Usually, just 0.01 percent related to all the sub-windows are defined as positive 

faces. 

• There is equal computation time that is spent on all of the sub-windows 

• Most time should be spent just on the possibly positive sub-windows. 

• Simple two-feature classifier have the ability of achieving nearly 100 percent 

detection rate with fifty percent false positive rate. 

• Classifiers have the ability of acting as first  layer of series for the purpose of 

filtering out the majority of the negative windows. 

• Second layer with 10 features have the ability of tackling the harder negative-

windows that survived first layer, etc. 

• More effective detection rate is achieved via cascades of increasingly more 

difficult classifiers. Estimation regarding strong classifier which is created through 

learning procedure could be achieved in quick way. It is not adequately fast for 

running in real-time. Therefore, strong classifier will be organized in cascades for 

the purpose of complexity. All the successive classifiers are trained just on the 

chosen samples that are passing through previous classifiers. If at any of the stages 
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in cascades, the classifier reject sub-window that is studied, no additional processing 

will be achieved and keep searching succeeding sub-window. Thus, the cascade has 

the form of degenerate tree. With regard to faces, 1
st
 cascade classifier will be 

referred to as the attention operator that applies just two features for the purpose of 

achieving false negative rate (FNR). The impact of such classifier is reduced the 

amount of time taken to half [43]. 

2.5   Feature Extraction  

It’s a process of the extraction of relevant data from face image. Where such 

data has to be useful for subsequent to recognizing the item with adequate error 

rate. In this thesis, these will be applicable technique is the Linear Discriminant 

Analysis, which is a standard approach for data assorting and dimensionality 

decreasing [44]. 

2.5.1 Linear Discriminates Analysis (LDA) 

       An approach is applied in machine learning, pattern recognition, and statistics 

for the purpose of obtaining a linear set of features which separate or define at least 

two object’s classes or events. The set has resulted that could be applied as linear 

classifier or, generally, the for dimensionality reduction prior to more classification 

[45]. Such other approaches are used applications in which it is not possible to 

suppose that independent variables are typically distributed. The basic supposition is 

related to LDA approach. The LDA is related to factor analysis and the Principle 

Component Analysis (PCA) in a manner of the two search variable’s linear 

combinations effectively describe the data [46]. 

Linear Discriminates Analysis operates in the case when measurements 

implemented on the independent variables for each one of the observations are 

considered to be continuous quantities. In the case of handling categorical 
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independent variables, equivalent method is the discriminant correspondence 

analysis. 

Considering observations set referred to as measurements, variables, and 

attributes. For each one of the samples of events or objects with identified N class. 

Such sample’s set is referred to training set. After that, classification problem will 

search for optimum predictor for N class that is related to any of the samples of 

distribution (not essentially from training set) specifying just the observation [47]. 

This is the first stage which calculates average vectors li, (i=1, 2, 3) classes:             

  =
 

    
∑      

                                                                                                         (2.9) 

where  I is mean, x is a sample (i.e. row), and n is the total number of samples with 

a given class. 

The next stage is to compute the scatter matrix including within–class scatter 

matrix (   , class-covariance matrices (∑ j), and between-class scatter matrix (   . 

   = ∑   
   ∑  

  
   (  

 
 -                                                                                        (2.10) 

where  

         
 
 : can be defined as      sample of class j, 

          : can be defined as the mean of class j, 

         c: can be defined as the number of classes, and 

          : can be defined as the number of the samples in class j.                     

∑ j=  
 

  
 ∑               

  
                                                                            (2.11)                           

  = ∑   
   (   -                                                                                              (2.12) 

where  

          : representing the mean of all classes, and 

             representing the mean of class j. 
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The goal is to maximize between classes measure    while minimize within 

classes measure     

          Popularize eigenvalue for array    
       , then checking that the 

eigenvector and eigenvalue calculation. 

                  A V =λ V                                                                                          (2.13) 

where 

                 A   
         

V is denote the eigenvector, and λ is denote the eigenvalue.                                                                       

The eigenvectors sorted through reducing eigenvalues, and choosing k 

eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues thus the W matrix is construct. The last stage 

has used the matrix W, which just calculated for transforming the samples to the 

new sub-space using the following formula [48]. 

                 arg(w) = 
                

               
                                                                           (2.14) 

where    is transform W matrix. 

The linear discriminant analysis is called LDA - Fisher Faces Feature 

Algorithm and is illustrated in Algorithm (2.2). 

Algorithm (2.2): LDA - Fisher Faces Feature Algorithm [49] 

Input: face image  (cropping and resize face image) 

Output: fisher face feature vectors    

Begin 

Step1: Read transform face images. 

Step2: Store transform face image in matrix. 

Step3: Compute the d-dimensional mean vectors by using Equation (2.9) 

Step4: Compute the scatter matrices. 

           Compute within –class scatter matrix (  ) by using Equation (2.10)                
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           Compute the class-covariance by using Equation (2.11)                                                                                       

           Compute between –class scatter matrix (  ) by using Equation (2.12)       

Step5: Solving the generalized eigen value problem for matrix by Equation (2.13) 

Step6: Choosing linear discriminates for the new property sub-space. 

a. Sorting the eigenvectors via decreasing eigenvalues. 

b. Selecting k Eigen vectors with the biggest eigenvalues. 

Step7: Transforming the samples to the new sub-space by using Equation (2.14) 

Step8: Return feature vectors.               

End  

 

2.6  Feature Selection Using Firefly Algorithm 

This algorithm is categorizing as swarm intelligence approach, meta-

heuristic and nature-inspired. It had been advanced by Yang in the year of 2008 by 

the stimulation of distinct fireflies’ behaviors. In reality, the firefly population 

shows characteristic luminary flashing works as pulling partners, communications, 

and predator risk warnings [50]. Inspired by these actions, Yang had devised this 

way according to assuming that the fireflies were all unisexual, meaning all of 

them could attract one another and this attraction is directly proportional to how 

bright the individual is [51]. So, the brightest fireflies attracts the other fireflies to 

moves toward them. Aside to that in case where none of the fireflies is brighter 

than a specific firefly, it moves in a random manner. 

This algorithm is implemented with three parameters, those parameters can 

be summarized as: randomization, absorption, and attractiveness. The latter has 

been based on the intensity of light between two fireflies and can be characterized 

using exponential functions. In the case where this parameter given the value of 0, 
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it occurs to random gait which corresponds to the parameter of randomizing, 

specified with the principle of Gauss distribution as the generation of a number in 

the range of [0,1] [52]. However, parameters of absorption have an impact on 

attractiveness parameters value like the change from 0 to ∞. And, in case of the 

convergence to ∞  fireflies movement appears as an arbitrary walk. 

The flash of the firefly's primary objective is to jobs as a signal system for 

attracting other fireflies. This firefly algorithm was formulated by Xin-She Yang 

with the following presumption: 

1. Unisexual are all the fireflies, that is why every firefly is attracted to 

others. 

2. Brightness has immediate proportionality with attractiveness, and for pair 

of two fireflies, the one with less brightness will be attracted to the greater 

brightness and with the raise in the distance, there is a reduction in the 

distance. 

3. If no brighter firefly is found than the given one, a motion will be random.  

      The objective function has correlated with brighter [53]. 

      The major updating formula for the pair of fireflies ui and uj is 

                
      

      (     
 ) (  

    
 )                                           (2.15)     

Where  ui is fireflies, β is the attractiveness of uj  ,    light absorption coefficient, D is 

distance, T is counter, α is parameter for the step length of the random movement 

and   is a random vector from uniform distribution with values between 0 and 1[54]. 

The firefly algorithm was implementation by applying algorithm (2.3).  
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Algorithm (2.3): Feature Selection Using Firefly Algorithm [54] 

Input: features 

Output: optimized features    

Begin 

Step1: Objective function f(u), u= (x1, x2 …  xd ). 

Step2: Initialize the firefly population ui (i=1 2 … n). 

Step3: Define light absorption coefficient   

Step4: While T< MaxGeneration  

Step5: for i=1: n (all n fireflies) 

Step6: for j=1:i 

           light intensity li at ui is determined by f(ui) 

           if (Ii < Ij) 

           Move firefly j towards i v in all direction via Equation (2.15)  

           else 

           Move firefly i randomly 

           end if  

Step7: Attractiveness changes with distance r via exp[-γ D
2
] 

Step8: Determine new solutions and revise light intensity 

Step9: end for j 

Step10: end for i 

Step11: Rank the fireflies and find the best solution 

Step12: end While 

End 

2.7 Feature Selection Using Bat Algorithm 

Machine learning is majorly applied for learning knowledge from the 

experimental data. The aim of machine learning is creating a model which have the 
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ability of being used in weather prediction, data classification, and so on. 

Presently, increasing number of real-world data-sets with large numbers of 

features, that referred to as high-dimensional data-sets, are created. The learning 

tasks in the high-dimensional data-sets is very complex due to the difficulty of 

learning and learned model’s lower popularization performance. Actually, many 

features in the high-dimensional data-sets are redundant and unrelated. Obviously, 

such features are not suitable for learning model, which could have bad impact on 

the performance of the model [55].  

Bats are magical animals and their capacity for searching prey through 

echolocation. It has been the main focus for a lot of studies. Echo-location acts in a 

similar way as the sonar: bats, majorly micro-bats, emit short and loud pulses of 

sound, then it waits until it hit into the object, following fraction of time, echo will 

return to the ear of the bat. Therefore, the bat can estimate the distance between its 

location and the object. Also, echo-location might enables bats to differentiate 

hurdles from one prey in total darkness [56]. 

According to the bat’s behavior, a novel meta-heuristic algorithm, referred 

to as the Bat Algorithm had been suggested via Yang in 2011 [57]. This approach 

is modeled through imitating the bat’s behavior when trying to search for prey. For 

the purpose of modelling the algorithm, Yang had idealized certain rules in the 

following way: 

(1) The bat applies its echo-location ability for the purpose of sensing the 

distance, also they can “know” the difference between hurdles and one prey. 

(2) Bat bi fly in a random way with velocity vi at the position xi with fixed 

frequency f min, varying wave-length λ and loud to search for prey. They 

can automatically fix the wave-length (or frequency) related to their emitted 
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pulses and alter the rate related to the pulse emission r [0, 1], according to 

their target proximity; 

(3) Even though the loudness could be different in several ways it is supposed 

that the loudness changes from a positive large value A0 to a minimum 

constant value Amin [58]. 

Velocity of i
th

 solution is updated by using equation (2.16). 

Vi
k+1 

Vi
k
  (Si

k
  Sj

c 
)Fi                                                                                                                (2.16) 

Where Vi
k+1 

represents updated velocity of i
th
 solution, Vi

k
 denotes current 

velocity of i
th

 solution, Si
k
 denotes the current best solution, and Sj

c
 denotes 

the current i
th
 solution.  

   The frequency of each solution is updated by the following equation 

 Fi  Fmin  Fmax  Fmin )                                                                       (2.17) 

Bat algorithm can be defined as a major bio-inspired algorithm that works 

according to echolocation characteristics of bats and they are generate a sound 

pulse in the range of 20Hz to 150 Hz. This algorithm is enhanced by the 

integration of Chi-Square feature selection for selecting the best features in a 

random manner [59]. Bat algorithm is illustrated in (2.4). 

Algorithm (2.4): Feature Selection Using Bat Algorithm [60]   

Input: features  

Output: optimized features    

Begin 

Step1: Objective function f(x), x= (x1 … xi) 

Step2: Initialize the bat population xi (i=1 2 … n)  

           and velocity Vi 
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Step3: Define pulse frequency Fi at xi  

Step4: Initialize pulse rates ri and the loudness Ai 

Step5: for  k=1: Max number of iterations  

           Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency, and updating velocities  

           locations via the equations (2.16). 

           if  (rand > ri  ) 

           Select a solution among the best solutions 

           Generate a local solution around the selected best solution 

           end if 

Step6: Generate a new solution by flying randomly 

           if (rand < Ai & F (xi) < F (xbest) ) 

          Accept the new solutions  

          Increase ri and reduce Ai 

          end if 

Step7: Rank the bats and find the current best xbest 

Step8: end for 

End 

 

2.8 J48 Classification Algorithm 

C4.5 defined as a decision tree learner whose is an upgrade of ID-3 and is 

implemented in WEKA as J48 using Java.  

Decision trees categorizing the approach that starts at the top and moves 

down to the point of reaching a leaf node is the decision tree. That leaf node’s 

value results in the projected output for the sample. At each one of the nodes, a 

testing is performed on an attribute and on offshoots from the node which 
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corresponds to values which the attribute can be equal to. When the sample arrives 

at one of the nodes, the branch is taken according to its value for attribute which is 

under testing at that node. A decision tree is shown in Figure (2.5) [61].  

 

Figure (2.5): A Decision Tree Structure  

ID-3 constructs a decision tree according to the training samples collection 

which is given to that tree. It follows a greedy top-down method to build this tree, 

beginning by creating a root node. At each one of the nodes, the attribute which 

can optimally classify each training instance which has arrived at that node is 

chosen as testing feature. At the node, only the attributes that haven’t been utilized 

for classifying at other nodes above it in that tree are the ones that are considered 

[62]. For the sake of selecting the optimal feature at the node, the gains of 

information for every one of the attributes are computed and the feature that has 

the maximum information gain is chosen. Information gain for attributes which are 

characterized as entropy reduction which results from dividing the samples which 

are based on the values that have been obtained by the feature. The gain of 

information for a feature A at one of the nodes is computed with the use of the 

following equation:  
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where S represents the group of samples at S and |S| represents the cardinality of 

nodes, Sv represents a sub-set of S, for which A is equal to a value v, and set S 

entropy is computes with the use of the following equation: 





numclasses

i

ii ppSEntropy
1

2log)(                                                                                 (2.19) 

 where pi represents the Probability of samples in S which have the value of the i
-th

 

class as attributes of the outputs [63]. 

Expansions have been inserted in the main algorithm of ID-3 for (1) the 

transaction with the attributes of the continuous values, (2) the transaction with 

samples having attribute values which are missing and (3) preventing over-fitting 

of data [64]. J48 classifier algorithm is illustrated in (2.5). 

Algorithm (2.5): J48 Classifier Algorithm [65] 

Input: data set. 

Output: Decision tree (Decision rule) 

Begin 

Step1: Read features. 

Step2: Checking if algorithm satisfies the criteria of termination. 

Step3: Compute information-theoretical criteria for each attribute. 

Step4: Select the optimal attribute according to the information-theoretical criteria. 

Step5: Creating a decision node according to the optimal attribute in Step 4. 

Step6: Inducing the data-set according to the newly produced decision node in Step                 

5. 

Step7: For every sub-dataset in Step 6, call J48 algorithm to obtain a sub-tree.  
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Step8: Attaching the tree produced from Step 7 to the decision node in Step 5. 

Step 9: Return tree. 

End 

2.9 Decision Table Classification Algorithm 

This is a precise approach for the numerical predictions from the decision 

trees and it’s an ordered group of rules of “If-Then” type  which can potentially be 

of a higher level of compactness and as a result more comprehensible compared to 

decision trees. Selecting for exploring decision tables due to the fact that they are 

less complicated and less compute-intensive compared to decision tree-based 

approaches [66]. Decision tables are a compact tabular notation for describing a 

sets of decision rules. Decision tables consist of four quadrants, which respectively 

describe the relevant conditions, entries of conditions, the relevant actions and the 

entries of actions. The decision rules are encoded in the columns of the decision 

table covering both condition and action entries. Figure (2.6) shows an overview of 

this general decision table structure [67].  

                                                              Rule1    Rule2…. 

                               Condition stub       Condition entries 

 

                               Action stub            Action entries 

 

Figure (2.6): The General Decision Table Structure 

Decision tables represent two views, which are, the decision tables of limited 

entries, and the decision tables of extended entries. Every condition of decision 
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tables of limited entries include binary values that can either be false (F) or true 

(T), while each condition of decision tables with extended entries includes multiple 

values [68]. Decision table classifier algorithm is illustrated in (2.6). 

Algorithm (2.6): Decision Table Classifier Algorithm [69] 

Input: Decision Table, Condition Attributes , Decision Attributes. 

Output: Decision rule 

Begin 

Step1: Identify Conditions and Values 

           Find the data attribute each condition tests and all of the attribute’s values. 

Step2: Compute Max Number of Rules 

            Multiply the number of values for each condition data attribute by each                       

             other. 

Step3: Identify Possible Actions 

           Determine each independent action to be taken for the decision or policy. 

Step4: Enter All Possible Rules  

           Fill in the values of the condition data attributes in each numbered rule     

           column. 

Step5: Define Actions for each Rule 

           For each rule, mark the appropriate actions with an X decision table. 

Step6: Verify the Policy 

            Review completed decision table with end users. 

Step7: Simplify the Table 

            Eliminate and/or consolidate rules to reduce the number of columns. 

End 
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2.10 FG-NET Aging Database 

 The FG-NET was generated as part of the Project FG-NET (Face and 

Gesture Recognition Network) [70]. The FG-NET contains 1002 images from 82 

different subjects with ages ranging between 0 to 69 years old subjects. However, 

ages between 0 to 40 years are the most populated in the database. With the 

exception of images showing individuals at more recent ages, for which digital 

images were available, in most cases FG-NET images were collected by scanning 

photographs of subjects found in personal collections [71]. Finally, a certain of 

images will be displayed within a database FG-NET in Figure (2.7). 

       

       

Figure (2.7): FG-NET Images 

2.11 Evaluation of Measurements of Classification 

Classification algorithms evaluation can be considered as a major issue in 

data mining methods. The majorly applied tools to investigate the results related to 
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the classification algorithms are learning curves, receiver operating curves (ROC) 

and the confusion matrix. Confusion matrix show number of incorrect and correct 

predictions carried out via model in comparison to true classes in test data. 

True Positive rate (TP) is a portion of positive cases that classified as 

positive and are similar to the Recall.  

True negative rate (TN) is a portion of negative cases that correctly 

classified as negative.  

False-positive rate (FP) is a portion of negative cases which predicted as 

positive.  

False-negative rate (FN) is a portion of positive cases which incorrectly 

labeled as negative.  

F-measure is a measurement which merges sensitivity and precision is the 

harmonic average of the two parameters. It’s computed utilizing equations (2.20 to 

2.25) [72]:  

Many measurements are used to evaluate the used algorithm which can be 

calculated as shown in the following equations:  

True positive rate = diagonal element/ summation of relevant row                  (2.20) 

True negative rate = non-diagonal element/ summation of relevant row          (2.21) 

Precision = TP/ (TP + FP)                                                                                  (2.22) 

Recall = TP / (TP + FN)                                                                                     (2.23) 

F-measure = 2*(Precision*recall / Precision+ recall)                                        (2.24) 

MAE=1/N  ∑          
                                                                                     (2.25) 

Where a vector ˆy of N predictions and the vector y of N actual observed target 

values. 
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Chapter Three 

Intelligent Human Age Estimation System Based on Hybrid 

Techniques 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Age estimated system is a new challenge for researchers. The system aims to 

guess the age of the human via image by extracting features and classify it to 

estimate the age of the human-based on these features. 

In this chapter, section (3.2) introduces the dataset and section (3.3) 

introduces the details of design and the used techniques for the proposed system. 

3.2 Database 

The proposed system uses the FG-NET database which is summarized on 

the table (3.1). 

Table (3.1) The FG-NET Database Summarization 

Element  DETAILS 

No. of faces images 720 

No. of persons  82 different individuals 

Age scope 3 years to 50 years 

 

The data which is used in this thesis is grouped into seven classes. Each 

class has its very own age scope which is appeared in Table (3.2). The estimation 
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of age will allude to the yield of every order procedure done which will identify to 

which class this information has belonged. 

Table (3.2): Classes Summarizations 

class number Class scope 

Class 1 3 to 7 years 

Class 2 8 to 13 years 

Class 3 14 to 19 years 

Class 4 20 to 25 years 

Class 5 26 to 30 years 

Class 6 31 to 40 years 

Class 7 41 to 50 years 

 

The extracted feature for each class consolidates since it has a similar 

number of features which prompted bunch the classes into three classes which are 

shown in Table (3.3). 

Table (3.3) Final Classes Summarization 

Class number Age scope 

Class 1 3-7 and 26-30 years 

Class 2 8-13, 14-19 and 20-25 years. 

Class 3 31- 40 and 41-50 years 

3.3 Proposed System 

The entry of the suggested system is the face image of the human that the 

system need to guess their age based on the face features. Figure (3.1) illustrates 

the human age estimation system architecture which is suggested in this thesis. 
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Figure (3.1): Age estimation System Architecture 
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The main step in such systems is face detection step where the human face 

image is detected cropped and any other details may discard, this detected face 

from the view will be used for feature extraction, the age estimation system will 

work on the data that result from face detection. 

Before starting the face detection algorithm which will crop the human face 

in the image proper pre-processing may be applied to the group of data, the 

resulted data will enter the face detection algorithm after reducing the amount of 

information needed, which will lead to extract only the strong data from it to use it 

later. 

 The detected face will be entered to the feature extraction algorithm 

which will result in a unique feature from each face that is detected, 

the number of the features in this step is huge and need to be reduced 

without reducing the quality of the way that features describe the 

image (face image) some feature selection algorithm is used to 

improve the results of the proposed system as will discussed later in 

chapter four. 

 Preprocessing Phase: Image processed usually contains huge 

information. Each image which is colored image, contain a lot of 

information to process. Preprocessing is used for the reduction of the 

data amount that needs processing and to remove the noise that may 

affect the extraction of features later. In this thesis simple RGB to 

gray scale convertor is used and histogram equalization. 

 Face Detection Phase: Face detection aim is to extract the region of 

interest which is person face in the proposed system. This detection is 

used for further processing by extract features and classifies them. 

The algorithm that is used in this thesis for face detection is viola 
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Jones algorithm of facial detection. The image is cropped and resized 

to unique the whole data which is used in the system. 

 Feature Extraction Phase: The amount of data that need to be 

processed are still huge and the elimination of the weak data is done 

via extract the correlated data using feature extraction algorithms, 

these feature will be used later for classifications, in this proposed 

system the applied algorithm is LDA feature extraction. 

 Feature Selection Phase: The number of the obtained features from 

the previous step is huge and it needs to be reduced which will be 

done by using a firefly and bat swarm techniques algorithm.  

 Classifications Phase: The age period is classified to different 

classes. These classes are represent the age periods and times. Each 

feature belong to certain age will be classified in the system via 

Machine learning classification algorithms and the used techniques 

are J48 classifier and decision table classifier. Finally, Age estimation 

which is the prediction of human age is done according to the 

classification step which will verify the age group of each person. 

3.3.1 Preprocessing Phase 

In this phase, a preprocessing step is applied to the entered image. This 

phase of the proposed system consists of the following two internal steps:  

 RGB to GrayScale 

The RGB image converts to grayscale by using proper equation, the main 

equations used in the proposed system to convert the images is: 

     Gray RGB color representation has equal values of each of red, green and blue: 
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R = G = B 

      For every one of the image pixels with values of (R, G, and B), 

implements equation (2.1). 

The result is the gray level value. Figure (3.2) shows the original image and 

the gray image. 

                                        

                                        (a)                        (b)                                     

 Figure (3.2): a: Original Face Image, b: Gray Scaled Image  

 Histogram Equalization 

This technique has been utilized in computer vision to improve contrast in 

the images, this approach typically maximizes global image contrast in the case 

where its usable data can be characterized by values of close contrast. This permits 

the lower local contrast areas for gaining more contrast. Figure (3.3) illustrates the 

image after applying equalization. Histogram equalization algorithm is 

implemented as illustrated in algorithm (2.1). 
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Figure (3.3): Histogram Equalization 

3.3.2 Face Detection Phase 

This phase in the proposed system consists of two steps as explained in 

algorithm (3.1). 

3.3.2.1 Face Detection Using Viola Jones  

Viola Jones is an approach which is based on machine learning technique, in 

which a cascade function is trained from a massive number of negative and 

positive images. After that, it is utilized for detecting objects in other images. 

There are four internal steps of viola Jones algorithm applied to face images, these 

steps are: 

 Haar Feature Selection: since all faces of humans have some similar 

characteristics, those regularities could be matched with the use of the Haar 

Features. 

  Integral Image: that will evaluates rectangular features in constant time. 

  Adaboost Learning: which choose the optimal characteristics and perform 

training of the classifiers using them. 

  Cascade Classifier: all features are grouped to a number of stages, every 

one of which has a particular number of features. 
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       The results of applying viola Jones algorithm is shown in Figure (3.4) 

 

Figure (3.4): The Image after applying Viola-Jones Algorithm  

3.3.2.2 Cropping and Resizing  

In order to adopt a uniform size for images and to keep only the part of the 

face which will be used for further processing and for feature extraction which will 

be applied to this part of face image, the image will be cropped and resized. The 

cropped image is with size 200*200 and is shown in Figure (3.5). 

 

Figure (3.5): Cropped and Resized Image 

The reconstruction of objects is an important step in face detection algorithm 

to guarantee that the face image is saved and keep all the facial details of the 

person. Face detection algorithm is illustrated in algorithm (3.1). 
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Algorithm (3.1): Face Detection Phase Algorithm 

Input: equalized gray image 

Output: face detected 

Begin 

Step1: apply viola jones to detect faces 

1. Haar Feature Selection 

            Value = summation of (pixels in the black area) - summation of (pixels in    

            the white area) 

            Calculate   by using equation (2.4) 

       2. Creating an Integral Image 

            Calculate the integral image ii (x, y) by using equation (2.5) 

       3. Adaboost Training 

           Calculate the weak classifier by using equation (2.7) 

           Calculate the strong classifier by using equation (2.8) 

            4. Cascading Classifiers 

            discard unpromising regions of the image and the result is Z  

            where z is the region of interest (face ) 

Step2: Cropping and resizing  

      Cropping: the image is cropped to Z which is the face image only. 

      Resizing: to unique the size of images the size turns to 200x200.  

End 

 

3.3.3 Feature Extraction Using Linear Discriminates Analysis (LDA) 

Using LDA feature extraction in proposed system will led to reduce the 

dimension of data and keep the information which will result to speed up the 
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training and classification process. LDA algorithm is implemented as explained in 

algorithm (2.2). 

3.3.4 Feature Selection Phase 

In this phase, two algorithms are used to optimize the features that extracted 

from image by using FIREFLY and BAT algorithms. Figure (3.6) shows the 

feature selection phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.6): Feature Selection phase 

The choice of feature optimization algorithm which is done by the system in 

this thesis is not mandatory in other systems. So, if no feature selection algorithm 

is chosen then the system will ignore this phase and classify the whole features 

obtained from the face detection phase. In our system two of these algorithms is 

chosen, then the number of obtained features will be minimized and only the 

strong features will be kept. This will reduce the computation time of the system 

which needs to classify these features and to improve the result of the classification 

phase since only the strong features are kept and the weak features are ignored. 

The features obtained from dataset is organized as groups of data that built up 

Features from LDA 

Firefly Algorithm 

Bat Algorithm 
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hierarchy to construct the data which are only relevant to same class and other data 

moved to another classes. 

3.3.4.1 Feature Selection Using Firefly Algorithm   

Firefly algorithm is one of the feature selection algorithms which uses to 

solve the degree of optimality (number of features to be selected or ignored). 

This algorithm works on finding the attractiveness features which are pre-

pared by the previous phase looking for brightness spots which are the facial 

details in our database. The other details are ignored by calling the other fireflies to 

the same features and its neighbor. However, the intensity decreases as their 

mutual distance increase. Firefly algorithm is implemented as illustrated in 

algorithm (2.3). 

3.3.4.2 Feature Selection Using Bat Algorithm 

Using the behavior of the bat this feature selection algorithm will choose the 

strong features that is the proximate and nearest of data that is belong to the similar 

class which will drive the discriminative features for each level to defined age 

range. 

The poor features (redundant and irrelevant face information) will be moved, 

features are selected from the dataset based on the types of attributes and the 

irrelevant features are eliminated by considering them as obstacles. Bat algorithm 

is implemented as in algorithm (2.4). The hybrid (Firefly and bat) algorithm is 

illustrated in algorithm (3.2). 
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Algorithm (3.2): The Hybrid (Firefly – Bat ) Algorithm 

Input: features 

Output: optimized features 

Begin 

Step1: Generate N initial solutions randomly 

Step2: Firefly procedure: Set the number of iterations to process the firefly       

           algorithm. The update will do by the equation (2.15). 

Step3: Every iteration of firefly algorithm will generate N number of fitness       

           values. 

Step4: Bat procedure: Set a number of iterations to process the BAT algorithm.   

           Velocity of i
th

 solution is updated by using the equation (2.16). 

            Frequency of each solution is updated by the equation (2.17). 

Step5: Every iteration of the Bat algorithm will generate N number of fitness   

           values. 

Step6: Using step 4 to 6, can choose top fitness values. 

Step7: The algorithm stops only if maximum number of iterations is attained and  

            the solution which contains the best fitness value that is chosen by Firefly-  

            BAT  

           and it is given as the best rule for classification. 

End 

 

3.3.5 Cross-validation  

The data set images need to split up into two main groups (test and train), 

the data take it role simply by choosing the number k=10 to split the images to ten 

groups where the first group is test and the other is train. Then the operation moves 
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forward and group two will be test and the other is train and so on. This guarantees 

that all data will be used as train or test as shown in algorithm (3.3). 

Algorithm (3.3): Cross – Validation Algorithm 

Input: features 

Output: train and test 

Begin 

Step1: apply cross validation 

Step2: set the k to 10  

Step3: for i=1 to k 

Step4: Split the data to k folds where one fold is for testing and the remains folds 

are for training. 

Step5: fitting the model using k-1  

Step6:end for 

End 

3.3.6 Classifications Phase 

This phase is done by applying the J48 tree and DT classification algorithms 

to classify the selected features obtained from the previous phase. The 

classification is applied to many classes of ages as describes in Table (3.3) which 

contains three classes. 

3.3.6.1 J48 Classification Algorithm 

          The J48 classifier (which is the next version of Iterative Dichotomiser (ID3) 

algorithm) has many extra features which will account the missing details in the 

optimized features, reduce the pruning of errors and derivative rules, and so on. 

          This algorithm works in steps with the following features: 
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1. All the data will be trained before choosing the root which will help the j48 

to choose better trained features as root. 

2. The obtained features from the feature optimization phase will portioned to 

build new attributes. 

3. The information gain and entropy are calculated for all attributes, the 

column with the biggest information gain (IG) will be selected as decision 

node, and the branches features with no entropy (zero entropy) marked as 

leaf of the decision tree. 

4. This step run in recursive manner for only non-leaf nodes ( this leaf nodes 

do not require further calculating since it has zero entropy). 

5. All samples then belong to same class (which is originally one of the three 

classes of the FG-NET database). It is stop when no other column needs 

further partitioning.  

Decision tree algorithm is implemented as describes in algorithm (2.5). 

3.3.6.2 Decision Table 

  A decision table is a tabular form that presents a set of conditions and their 

corresponding actions. Condition stubs describe the conditions or factors that will 

affect the decision or policy. They are listed in the upper section of the decision 

table. Action stubs describe in the form of statements, the possible policy actions 

or decisions. They are listed in the lower section of the decision table. Rules 

describe which actions are to be taken under a specific combination of conditions. 

They are specified by first inserting different combinations of condition attribute 

values and then putting X's in the appropriate columns of the action section of the 

table. 

 Decision table algorithm is implemented as describes in algorithm (2.6). 
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Chapter Four 

Experimental Results 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Results that are obtained thereafter execution of the proposed system are 

discussed in this chapter, the effect of each proposed algorithm are presented. 

Three scenarios are given in this system which will discuss in detail. 

4.2 Proposed System Environments 

    The proposed system environment consists of two parts as following: 

4.2.1 Software Details 

The proposed system is implemented by using three programming languages 

which are: python v. 3.6.5(SwarmPackagePy), java (net beans IDE 8.0.2) and C++, 

they have characteristics and important tools in the field, In addition to high speed 

compared to other languages. Then the proposed system is applied under windows 

ten (Win10) operating system. The windows ten (Win10) operating system 

provides the user-friendly environment to implement the human interface and 

menus. 

4.2.2 Hardware Details 

The proposed system implemented on a computer with the following 

specifications: Intel core i3 due with 4GB RAM Pentium IV, 1.8E GHz with 256 

cache memory (half cache), 360 GB Hard Disk and with video card Geforce2. 
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4.3  System Experimental Results Using J48 Classification Algorithm 

Many measurements are used to evaluate the used algorithm which can be 

calculated as shown in Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) 

Three scenarios of the proposed system can be implemented if it is applied 

on images in the data set using J48 classification: 

1. Where no feature selection phase run and only Original (LDA – J48) 

algorithms runs, LDA for feature extraction and J48 for classification in 

classification phase the outcome of this scenario is shown in Table (4.1) 

 

Table (4.1) Original (LDA – J48) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 

True Positive Rate 93.48837209302326 73.95833333333334 95.35452322738386 

True Negative Rate 98.90599819768772 98.94363120579781 99.67342764118143 
Precision 93.9388692969274 78.47387566137564 95.52111488069121 

Recall 93.48837209302326 73.95833333333334 95.35452322738386 
F-Measure 93.13668792323632 74.72551226687256 95.34999065695482 
Mean Absolute Error 1.383801122694 2.487847222222 0.596695792916 

Root Mean Squared 

Error 

11.42397010 15.15286689 7.180863889 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 201.0 71.0 390.0 

Incorrect 14.0 25.0 19.0 

 

Table (4.1) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and incorrect for three classes and by using only LDA 

with J48 classifier.   

2.   After selection the features in the features selection phase, the LDA 

algorithm is applied for feature extraction, and the firefly algorithm is used 
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for feature selection in the feature optimization phase. While for 

classification, the J48 algorithm is used in the classification phase the 

outcome of this scenario is shown in Table (4.2) 

 

Table (4.2) (LDA - firefly– J48) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 
True Positive Rate 93.95348837209302 77.08333333333334 95.59902200488997 

True Negative Rate 99.22125941561 98.82766063956 99.73759825365 

Precision 94.04551263589892 76.6216856060606 95.67203205650637 

Recall 93.95348837209302 77.08333333333334 95.59902200488997 

F-Measure 93.96119064763812 76.45652958152958 95.5985747302097 

Mean Absolute Error 1.48698887913 2.25446428571 0.48899755501 
Root Mean Squared 

Error 

10.9419621 14.4611417 6.99283601 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 202.0 74.0 391.0 

Incorrect 13.0 22.0 18.0 

 

Table (4.2) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and incorrect for three classes and by using LDA and 

Firefly algorithm with J48 classifier.   

3. After selection the features in the features selection phase, the LDA 

algorithm is applied for feature extraction, and hybrid technique (firefly and 

bat) algorithms are used for feature selection in the feature optimization 

phase. While for classification, the J48 algorithm is used in the classification 

phase the outcome of this scenario is shown in Table (4.3) 
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Table (4.3) (LDA-hybrid- J48) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 
True Positive Rate 95.81395348837209 87.125 95.59902200488997 
True Negative Rate 99.54655454282 99.0758423079068 99.74755109842 
Precision 95.86257947867452 79.67881944444444 95.80134474327629 

Recall 95.81395348837209 87.125 95.59902200488997 
F-Measure 95.80796240493702 78.13283025454078 95.60039981760937 
Mean Absolute Error 0.83720930230232 2.09722222222 0.48899755501 

Root Mean Squared 

Error 

9.14991421 13.8744369 6.99283601 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 206.0 75.0 391.0 
Incorrect 9.0 21.0 18.0 

 

Table (4.3) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and incorrect for three classes and by using LDA and 

Hybrid technique with J48 classifier.   

 

Figure (4.1) True Positive Rate of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 
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93.48837209302326, 73.95833333333334 and 95.35452322738386 for the three 

classes respectively in addition to 93.95348837209302, 77.08333333333334 and 

95.59902200488997 for  (LDA- FIREFLY-J48) and  95.81395348837209, 78.125 

and 95.59902200488997 for (LDA- HYBRID- J48) in the three classes 

respectively and according to Figure (4.1) the (LDA- HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives 

better results than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.2) True Negative Rate of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the  True Negative Rate characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 

98.90599819768772, 98.94363120579781  and  99.67342764118143 for the 

three classes respectively in addition to  99.22125941561,  98.82766063956 and 

99.73759825365 for (LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 99.54655454282, 

99.0758423079068 and 99.74755109842for (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the three 

classes respectively and according to Figure (4.2) the (LDA- HYBRID(firefly-bat)) 

gives better results than other scenario algorithms used. 
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Figure (4.3) Precision of the three scenarios 

  According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Precision characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 93.9388692969274 

,78.47387566137564 and 95.52111488069121 for the three classes respectively in 

addition to  94.04551263589892, 76.6216856060606 and 95.67203205650637 

for (LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 95.86257947867452, 79.67881944444444 and 

95.80134474327629 for (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the three classes respectively and 

according to Figure (4.3) the (LDA-HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives better results than 

other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.4) Recall of the three scenarios 
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According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Recall characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 93.48837209302326 

,73.95833333333334 and 95.35452322738386 for the three classes respectively in 

addition 93.95348837209302, 77.08333333333334 and 95.59902200488997 for 

(LDA-FIREFLY-J48)  and 95.81395348837209,  87 .125 and  95.59902200488997 

for (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the three classes respectively and according to Figure 

(4.4) the (LDA-HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives better results than other scenario 

algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.5) F-Measure of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the F-Measure  characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 

93.13668792323632, 74.72551226687256 and  95.34999065695482 for the 

three classes respectively in addition 93.96119064763812, 76.45652958152958 

and 95.5985747302097 for (LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 95.80796240493702, 

78.13283025454078 and 95.60039981760937 for (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the 

three classes respectively and according to Figure (4.5) the (LDA-

HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives better results than other scenario algorithms used. 
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Figure (4.6) Mean Absolute Error of the three scenarios 

  According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Mean Absolute Error characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 

1.383801122694, 2.487847222222 and 0.596695792916 for the three classes 

respectively in addition 1.48698887913,  2.25446428571and 0.48899755501for 

(LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 0.83720930230232, 2.09722222222 and 

0.48899755501 for  (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the three classes respectively and 

according to Figure (4.6) the (LDA-HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives better results than 

other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.7) Root Mean Squared Error of the three scenarios 
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According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Root Mean Squared Error characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 

11.42397010, 15.15286689 and 7.180863889for the three classes respectively in 

addition 10.9419621, 14.4611417 and 6.99283601for (LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 

9.14991421 , 13.8744369 and 6.99283601 for (LDA-HYBRID-J48) in the three 

classes respectively and according to Figure (4.7) the (LDA-Hybrid(firefly-bat)) 

gives better results than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.8) Total Number of Instances of the three scenarios 

  According to Table (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Total Number of Instances characteristics of using (LDA-J48) is 

215.0 , 96.0 and 409.0 for the three classes respectively in addition  215.0 , 96.0 

and 409.0  for (LDA-FIREFLY-J48) and 215.0 , 96.0 and 409.0  for (LDA-

HYBRID-J48) in the three classes respectively and according to Figure (4.8) the 

algorithms shows same number of the instances in the dataset and no data is 

ignored before the feature selection phase. 
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4.4  System Experimental Results Using Decision Table Classification 

Algorithm 

Many measurements are used to evaluate by using algorithm which can be 

calculated as shown in Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6): 

Three scenarios of the proposed system can be implemented if it is applied 

on images in the dataset by using decision table classification: 

1. Where no feature selection phase run and only Original (LDA – decision 

table ) algorithms runs, LDA for feature extraction, and decision table for 

classification in classification phase the outcome of this scenario is shown in 

Table (4.4) 

 

Table (4.4) Original (LDA – decision table) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 
True Positive Rate 89.30232558139535 72.91666666666666 88.50855745721272 

True Negative Rate 98.40419012066116 97.72061988057516 99.03087595192117 

Precision 90.31859613254962 68.0955762987013 91.75955565600323 
Recall 89.30232558139535 72.91666666666666 88.50855745721272 

F-Measure 88. 48444618516871 68.04083180621805 89.19431497686537 
Mean Absolute Error 7.822143506362 8.27272698802423 6.716573735099 

Root Mean Squared 

Error 

15.50302812 19.17962071 15.40093805 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 192.0 70.0 362.0 
Incorrect 23.0 26.0 47.0 

 

 Table (4.4) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and Incorrect for three classes and by using only LDA 

with Decision Table classifier.   
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2.   After selection the features in the features selection phase, the LDA 

algorithm is applied for feature extraction, and the firefly algorithm is used 

for feature selection in the feature optimization phase. While for 

classification, the decision table algorithm is used in the classification phase 

the outcome of this scenario is shown in Table (4.5) 

 

Table (4.5) (LDA - firefly– decision table) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 
True Positive Rate 82.325581395348 85.416666666666 97.799511002444 

True Negative Rate 96.98282952745 98.79859991922 99.84483867368 
Precision 84.00916273129585 78.53050595238096 97.84268314769537 

Recall 82.32558139534883 85.41666666666666 97.79951100244499 
F-Measure 82.45090196387105 81.13089213418161 97.80254251516345 
Mean Absolute Error 9.49488673995 8.09830443943 5.03799852674 

Root Mean Squared 

Error 

18.7414212 18.7203978 11.4897594 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 177.0 82.0 400.0 
Incorrect 38.0 14.0 9.0 

 

  Table (4.5) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and Incorrect for three classes and by using LDA and 

Firefly algorithm with Decision Table classifier.   

3. After selection the features in the features selection phase, the LDA 

algorithm is applied for feature extraction, and hybrid technique (firefly and 

bat) algorithms are used for feature selection in the feature optimization 

phase. While for classification, the decision table algorithm is used in the 

classification phase the outcome of this scenario is shown in Table (4.6) 
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Table (4.6) (LDA - hybrid– decision table) 

Class (0-7)(26-30) Class (31-40)(41-50) Class (8-13)(14-19)(20-25) 
True Positive Rate 84.651162790697 81.25 97.799511002444 
True Negative Rate 97.41425189033 98.34292208229 99.84483867368 
Precision 87.07597328323605 76.23766447368422 97.84268314769537 

Recall 84.65116279069768 81.25 97.7995110024449 
F-Measure 84.3935278086204 77.4022289550874 97.80254251516345 
Mean Absolute Error 9.52849963505 8.14445052950 5.03799852674 

Root Mean Squared 

Error 

18.1928970 18.8364221 11.4897594 

Total Number of 

Instances 

215.0 96.0 409.0 

Correct 182.0 78.0 400.0 
Incorrect 33.0 18.0 9.0 

 

       Table (4.6) illustrates the values of True positive rate, True negative rate, 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean absolute error, Root mean squared error, Total 

number of instances, correct and Incorrect for three classes and by using LDA and 

Hybrid technique with Decision Table classifier.   

 

Figure (4.9) True Positive Rate of the three scenarios 
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89.30232558139535, 72.91666666666666 , 88.50855745721272 for the three 

classes respectively in addition 82.325581395348 ,  85.416666666666, 

97.799511002444 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 84.651162790697 

,81.25 , 97.799511002444 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in the three classes 

respectively and according to Figure (4.9) the (LDA-FIREFLY) gives better results 

than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.10) True Negative Rate of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the  True Negative Rate characteristics of using (LDA-decision table) is 

98.40419012066116, 97.72061988057516 , 99.03087595192117 for the three 

classes respectively in addition 96.98282952745, 98.79859991922 , 

99.84483867368 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 97.41425189033, 

98.34292208229, 99.84483867368 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in the 

three classes respectively . 
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Figure (4.11) Precision of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Precision characteristics of using (LDA-DECISION TABLE) is 

90.31859613254962, 68.0955762987013,  91.75955565600323 for the three 

classes respectively in addition 84.00916273129585, 78.53050595238096, 

97.84268314769537 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 87.07597328323605, 

76.23766447368422, 97.84268314769537 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in 

the three classes respectively and according to Figure (4.11) the (LDA-

HYBRID(firefly-bat)) gives better results than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.12) Recall of the three scenarios 
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According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Recall characteristics of using (LDA-decision table) is 

89.30232558139535, 72.91666666666666 , 88.50855745721272 for the three 

classes respectively in addition 82.32558139534883, 85.41666666666666, 

97.79951100244499 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 84.65116279069768,  

81.25,  97.7995110024449 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in the three classes 

respectively and according to Figure (4.12) the (LDA-FIREFLY) gives better 

results than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.13) F-Measure of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the F-Measure characteristics of using (LDA-decision table) is  

88. 48444618516871,  68.04083180621805, 89.19431497686537 for the three 

classes respectively in addition 82.45090196387105, 81.13089213418161, 

97.80254251516345 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 84.3935278086204, 

77.4022289550874, 97.80254251516345 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in the 

three classes respectively and according to Figure (4.13) the (LDA-FIREFLY) 

gives better results than other scenario algorithms used. 
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Figure (4.14) Mean Absolute Error of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Mean Absolute Error characteristics of using (LDA-decision table) is 

7.822143506362, 8.27272698802423, 6.716573735099 for the three classes 

respectively in addition 9.49488673995, 8.09830443943 , 5.03799852674 for 

(LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 9.52849963505, 8.14445052950, 

5.03799852674 for (LDA-HYBRID-decision table) in the three classes 

respectively and according to Figure (4.14) the (LDA- FIREFLY) gives better 

results than other scenario algorithms used. 

 

Figure (4.15) Root Mean Squared Error of the three scenarios 
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According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Root Mean Squared Error characteristics of using (LDA-decision 

table) is 15.50302812, 19.17962071,  15.40093805 for the three classes 

respectively in addition 18.7414212, 18.7203978 ,11.4897594 for (LDA-

FIREFLY-decision table) and 18.1928970, 18.8364221, 11.4897594 for (LDA-

HYBRID-decision table) in the three classes respectively and according to Figure 

(4.15) the (LDA-HYBRID) gives better results than other scenario algorithms 

used. 

 

Figure (4.16) Total Number of Instances of the three scenarios 

According to Table (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) and results obtained for applying three 

scenarios the Total Number of Instances characteristics of using (LDA-decision 

table) is 215.0, 96.0, 409.0 for the three classes respectively in addition 215.0, 

96.0, 409.0 for (LDA-FIREFLY-decision table) and 215.0, 96.0, 409.0 for (LDA-

HYBRID-decision table) in the three classes respectively and according to Figure 

(4.16) the algorithms shows same number of the instances in the dataset and no 

data is ignored before the feature selection phase. 
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4.5  Comparison of The Proposed Method To The Related Works 

The comparison of MAE for the proposed system with MAE for related 

work and these values evidence proposed system effectiveness and performance. 

Table (4.7) Comparison MAE of the proposed method with MAE for related works 

on FG-NET database 

Year Authors Method MAE  

Feature 

extraction 

Feature 

Selection 

Classification 

Algorithm 

2015 J. K. Pontes, A. S. 

Britto, and et al 

AAM, LBP, 

GW, LPQ 

         -     SVM, and     

    SVR 

4.50 

2015 Pablo Pardo García, 

and Sergio Escalera 

Guerrero 

 

BIF  

       

      - 

     

    SVM 

 

7.99 

2016 Wei Zhao and Han 

Wang 

SDM-LDL          -     SVM, and  

    KKN 

5.07 

2017 Xiaolong Wang, 

Robert Li, et al 

CSC, CNN 

and STD 
       -     SVR 4.01 

2018 Soumaya Zaghbani, 

et al 

ANN           -   Autoencoder 3.75 

2019 Shahram Taheri and 

Önsen Toygar 

BIF, 

MRELBP, 

HOG,and 

KFA 

 

      

         - 

 

    

      KKN 

 

 

4.06 

 

The proposed method 

 

LDA  

         -      J48 1.48 

     DT 7.60 

hybrid firefly 

and bat 

algorithm 

     J48 1.14 

      DT 7.53 
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  Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Works 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

        This section summarizes the results of the thesis in short, the main objective 

of which is to estimate the age of the human using machine learning techniques 

and the conclusion shows the following points: 

1- The experimental results indicate that feature selection by using Firefly and 

Bat algorithms enhanced the performance of the proposed model in 

comparison with same proposed model without feature selection. 

2- The proposed system when using the feature extraction approach based on 

LDA with J48 classifier is give a result of precision 89.30%  while  when 

use LDA with Decision table the obtained precision was 83.39%. 

3- The system proved its effectiveness to evaluate human age where the 

precision reached by using Firefly algorithm with J48 classifier 88.77% ,and  

reached by using Firefly algorithm with a decision table the precision  was 

86.79%. 

4- The proposed system produce high precision when using the Hybrid 

algorithm (firefly and bat) with J48 classifier which is 90.44%, and the 

precision when using the Hybrid algorithm with a decision table is 87.05%. 

5- Comparing the proposed system with other related works shows that the 

proposed system is more effectiveness over other related works. 
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5.2 Suggestions for Future Works 

      Future works can summarize as follows: 

1- Implementing system by using other databases or gathering data (images) to 

people in our region. 

2- Optimizing extraction features by other selection optimization algorithms 

instead of Firefly and Bat algorithms like (flower pollination, fish school, etc).    

3- Implementing a human age estimate system using other types of machine 

learning techniques like Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO).     

4- Implementing system with other Media like video.  

5- Using deep learning technique like (Reinforcement Learning to Neural 

Networks) instead of this method. 
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 الملخص

فٙ انؼقٕد انقهٛهت انًبضٛت ، ٚؼذ تقذٚش انؼًش نهبشش يٍ انبٛبَبث انًشئٛت يثم بٛبَبث انفٛذٕٚ ٔانصٕس انثببتت أحذ 

األبحبث انًًٓت َظًشا نٕخٕد انؼذٚذ يٍ انتطبٛقبث انًحتًهت يثم تطٕٚش ٔاخٓبث ركٛت بٍٛ اإلَسبٌ ٔاٜنت 

انُقم ٔاأليٍ ٔانذٔاء. يٍ َبحٛت أخشٖ ، ال ٚضال تقذٚش انؼًش  ٔتحسٍٛ انساليت ٔانحًبٚت فٙ أقسبو يختهفت يثم

أيًشا صؼبًب نهغبٚت َظًشا ألٌ انشٛخٕخت تتأثش بؼذة ػٕايم يثم انحٕادث ٔشؼش انٕخّ ٔانتدبػٛذ ٔحبنت اندهذ. 

 .فٙ أَٜت األخٛشة ، ٚتى استخذاو انؼذٚذ يٍ تقُٛبث انتؼهى اٜنٙ نتقذٚش األػًبس

تى اقتشاذ َظبو ركٙ خذٚذ نتقذٚش ػًش اإلَسبٌ يٍ صٕس انٕخّ ببستخذاو تقُٛبث انتؼهى فٙ ْزِ األطشٔحت ، 

اٜنٙ ٔخٕاسصيٛتبٌ يبُٛتبٌ ػهٗ ركبء انسشة. ٚتكٌٕ انٓٛكم انًُٕرخٙ نهُظبو انًقتشذ يٍ ػذة يشاحم; 

انًٛضاث يشحهت يب قبم انًؼبندت ، يشحهت انكشف ػٍ انٕخّ ، يشحهت استخشاج انًؼبنى ، يشحهت اختٛبس 

نهتخهص يٍ انًٛضاث انضائذة ، ٔيشحهت انتصُٛف. خشة انُظبو انًقتشذ استخذاو قبػذة بٛبَبث انشٛخٕخت 

FG-NET تُقسى قبػذة انبٛبَبث إنٗ سبؼت فصٕل تبٍٛ أٌ بؼض انفئبث نٓب َفس ػذد انًٛضاث. نزنك ، تى .

تحتٕ٘ ػهٛٓب نتقهٛم انخطأ انًطهق ديح ْزِ انفئبث انسبؼت فٙ ثالث فئبث بُبًء ػهٗ ػذد انًٛضاث انتٙ 

انًتٕسظ ٔصٚبدة انذقت. ٚتى تُفٛز يشحهت انكشف ػٍ انٕخّ ببستخذاو خٕاسصيٛت فٕٛال خَٕض. ٚتى استخذاو 

، ٔٚتى تُفٛز اختٛبس انًٛضة ببستخذاو اثٍُٛ يٍ  LDAاستخشاج انًٛضة ببستخذاو تحهٛم خطٙ نهتًٛٛض 

انٛشاع ٔانخفبفٛش. أخًٛشا ، ٚتى استخذاو خٕاسصيٛبث يبُٛت ػهٗ  خٕاسصيٛبث تؼتًذ ػهٗ انزكبء ، خٕاسصيٛبث

 ٔخذٔل انقشاس نتقذٚش انؼًش. J48انتؼهى اٜنٙ ، يصُف 

يغ  Firefly٪ ػُذ استخذاو  99.88أظٓشث انُتبئح انتٙ تى انحصٕل ػهٛٓب أٌ انُظبو انًقتشذ قذ أػطٗ دقت 

يغ يصُف خذٔل انقشاس. ػالٔة ػهٗ رنك ،  Firefly٪ ػُذ استخذاو  :97.8، بًُٛب حقق دقت  J48يصُف 

٪ ، بًُٛب حقق 4.09:ٔأػطٗ دقت  J48يغ يصُف  Firefly  ٔBatتى تطبٛق َٓح ْدٍٛ يٍ خٕاسصيٛبث 

٪ ػُذ استخذاو يصُف خذٔل انقشاس. أخًٛشا ، تى انحصٕل ػهٗ أفضم َتٛدت 98.49انُٓح انٓدُٛٙ َفسّ دقت 

 .J48يغ يصُف  Firefly  ٔBatالل انُٓح انٓدٍٛ نخٕاسصيٛت ، يٍ خ 0...نًتٕسظ انخطأ انًطهق ػُذ 
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